PUNCTUATION
With the commas, the criminal is necessarily a certain person
already known to us: without them, we can only suppose a
past state of society to be described, in which all traitors were
ashamed of themselves—a difference of some importance.
Colonel Hutchinson, the Governor whom the King had now appointed,
having hardened his heart, resolved on sterner measures.
Omission of the comma after appointed gives us two persons
instead of one, and entirely changes the meaning, making the
central words into, what they could not possibly be with the
comma, an absolute construction.
These commas, that is, have very different values; many
intermediate degrees might be added. Similarly the semi-
colon often separates grammatically complete sentences, but
often also the mere items of a list, and between these extremes
st marks other degrees of separation. A perfect system for
the merely logical part of punctuation, then, would require
some scores of stops instead of four. This again is not a
thing to be desired ; how little, is clear from the fact that one
of our scanty supply, the colon, is now practically disused as
a member of the series, and turned on to useful work at certain
odd jobs that will be mentioned later. A series of stops that
should really represent all gradations might perhaps be
worked by here and there a writer consistently with himself;
but to persuade all writers to observe the same distinctions
would be hopeless.
A third difficulty is this: not only must many tasks be
performed by one stop; the same task is necessarily per-
formed by different stops according to circumstances; as if
polygamy were not bad enough, it is complicated by an
admixture of polyandry. We have already given two sen-
tences of nearly similar pattern, one of which had its parts
separated by commas, the other by semicolons, and we
remarked that the difference was there accounted for by the
intrusion of rhetoric. But the same thing occurs even when
logic or grammar (it should be explained that grammar is

